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Приложение 1 
Тексты для аудирования 

Сейчас Вы будете выполнять задания по аудированию.  Тексты прозвучат 
два раза. После каждого прослушивания текстов у Вас будет время для 
выполнения и проверки заданий. Все паузы включены в аудиозапись. 
Остановка и повторное воспроизведение аудиозаписи не предусмотрены. 

Задания 1-4 
Вы услышите четыре коротких текста, обозначенных буквами А, B, C, D.    
В заданиях 1–4 запишите в поле ответа цифру 1, 2 или 3, соответствующую 
выбранному Вами варианту ответа. Вы услышите запись дважды. У Вас 
есть 30 секунд, чтобы ознакомиться с заданиями. 

Now we are ready to start. 

Text A 
Dear visitors of the park! Right now, we are starting the awarding ceremony. Our 
winners, the three best roller skaters, will get their prizes. We also have to inform 
you that the light show, which had been planned for this evening, is cancelled for 
technical reasons. As a sort of compensation, tonight, we offer you another 
exciting show! The best Latino dancers will be competing on our summer stage 
tonight. A storm of energetic music and colourful costumes - don’t miss it!  

Text B 
Hi, Sarah! It’s Samantha. I’ve got a problem with my computer… in fact, it’s not 
the computer - I just can’t get into my school account. Anyway, I remember that 
we’ve got some assignments due tomorrow in Science, but I don’t remember what 
exactly we have to do. Could you text the task to me, please? It’s really urgent 
because I need to complete my homework by 6pm, as I don’t want to miss a pizza 
in the best pizzeria of the city. My parents promised to take me there tonight.  
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Text C 
Ms. Kay: Here you are at last, Greg! I’ve been worried. 
Greg: Sorry, Ms. Kay. It was my first afternoon off and I wanted to see the city.  
Ms. Kay: My fault! I haven’t shown you anything yet. Anyway. Next Sunday 
we’ll go to the robot exhibition at the exhibition centre. 
Greg: Thanks. 
Ms. Kay: And what did you see today?  
Greg: First, I headed for the entertainment park but found myself at an ice cream 
funfair.   
Ms.Kay: Which is a great place if you love ice cream. 
Greg: But I don’t. So I turned back and got to the entertainment park at last and 
wow, I’d never had so much fun before! The place is fantastic, especially the roller 
coasters!  

Text D 
Neil: Hi, Emma!  
Emma: Hi, Neil! I’m calling to ask you a favour. All my family are going to the 
seaside. 
Neil: Lucky you! Have a nice holiday! 
Emma: Thanks! But since everyone’s leaving, there’s no one at home to take care 
of my pet. And we can’t take him with us. 
Neil: Sorry, Emma, I can’t help you there. Our rule is neither cats nor dogs in our 
house. They make me cough and sneeze, which can lead to some dangerous 
syndromes.  
Emma: Oh, I’m not talking about cats or dogs. It’s just a little bird - a parrot. 
Neil: That makes things different - I’m not allergic to birds. And I don’t mind 
having your bird as a guest in our house. It’ll be fun.  

You have 20 seconds to complete the task. (Pause 20 seconds.)  
Now you will hear the texts again. (Repeat.)  
This is the end of the task. You now have 20 seconds to check your answers. 
(Pause 20 seconds.)
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Задание 5 
Вы готовите тематическую радиопередачу с высказываниями пяти разных 
людей, обозначенных буквами А, В, С, D, Е. Подберите к каждому 
высказыванию соответствующую его содержанию рубрику из списка 1–6. 
Используйте каждую рубрику из списка только один раз. В списке есть одна 
лишняя рубрика. Вы услышите запись дважды. У Вас есть 20 секунд, 
чтобы ознакомиться с заданием. 
Now we are ready to start. 

Presenter: Good afternoon. Today we have asked 5 people to give us a short 
interview and share their opinions about their families.  Now we would like to 
present their opinions to you. 

Speaker A 
Our family is not large, but we spend lots of time together. Unlike most families, 
we don’t only get together in the evening and at weekends, but we see each other a 
lot during the daytime in our family bakery. It’s a family business. It was set up by 
my grandfather and now my parents run it. My granddad is still in charge of all the 
accounting matters. I help in the bakery shop and my brother delivers fresh bread 
and buns to our regular customers. 

Speaker B 
I have three siblings, which makes four kids in the family all in all. That means 
plenty of housework, especially for Mum. She usually does most of the shopping, 
and we try to help her with the cleaning, at least with keeping our rooms clean. As 
the oldest sister, I also try to look after the younger ones. Dad always washes the 
dishes and often helps Mum with cooking, which is his hobby, by the way. Doing 
things together really helps us have more time for each other. 

Speaker C 
I have ten siblings and dozens of cousins, nieces, nephews, in-laws, you name it. 
We now all live in different places and even countries. However, we have no 
problem keeping in touch. We regularly call each other and text. Most of us are on 
Facebook and can keep up with life events. I even send cards and letters in the old-
fashioned way. We also try to get together as often as possible  – usually for big 
family events where the majority of us will show up.     
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Speaker D 
My sister and I are twins, and people think we should be inseparable because they 
believe we are very much alike. Well, partially, that’s true. We spend a lot of time 
together. We do look very much alike, but we are very different in character. She is 
very calm and relaxed, while I am bubbly and very emotional. She is very ladylike 
and wears nice dresses. And my all-time favourites are jeans and sneakers. Despite 
this we get along really well and never quarrel. 

Speaker E 
I enjoy it greatly when our family gets together. It doesn’t happen very often, 
unfortunately, because we live in different cities and everyone is always so busy. 
But there is a day when we put off all our other plans and come to our 
grandparents’ house for a special party. We all look forward to this day. We 
exchange news, discuss our plans, chat and enjoy the most delicious cake our 
grandmother makes for this day. It’s huge and everyone takes a piece of it. 

You have 20 seconds to complete the task. (Pause 20 seconds.) 
Now you will hear the texts again. (Repeat.) 
This is the end of the task. You now have 20 seconds to check your answers. 
(Pause 20 seconds.)
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Задания 6-11 
Вы помогаете своему другу, юному радиожурналисту, проанализировать 
подготовленное им для передачи интервью. Прослушайте аудиозапись 
интервью и занесите данные в таблицу. Вы можете вписать не более 
одного слова (без артиклей) из прозвучавшего текста. Числа необходимо 
записывать буквами. Вы услышите запись дважды. У Вас есть 30 секунд, 
чтобы ознакомиться с заданиями. 

Now we are ready to start. 

Interviewer: Thank you for agreeing to take part in our survey. It won’t take us 
long. 
Respondent: It’s OK. I’ve got time at the moment.  
Interviewer: Are you on holiday? 
Respondent: No. I work as a waitress in the café over there. But my shift starts in 
an hour.  
Interviewer: Do you like your job? 
Respondent: I don't mind it. It’s nice to communicate with people. And I like it 
very much when children come to our cafe. Anyway, it’s only a temporary job 
before I decide what career to choose.  
Interviewer: I see. 
Respondent: My mum wants me to be a doctor, and dad insists on studying law. 
Anyway, I still have time to consider all the opportunities and choose the best one. 
Interviewer: And how old are you? 
Respondent: Nineteen.  
Interviewer: Ok. Nineteen. It means you finished school not long ago. What was 
your favourite subject there? 
Respondent: Literature. I’ve always liked it and I’ve always been good at it. Our 
teacher once told me that my essays were very good and that I should probably do 
some writing professionally.  
Interviewer: Sounds interesting. And what subject did you like least? 
Respondent: Computer Studies. I never understood how to program and code. 
Interviewer:  And what about foreign languages? Do you speak any? 
Respondent: Yes. I speak Italian. I also wanted to learn French but there wasn’t a 
French group in our school. And as for Italian, I speak it fluently.  
Interviewer:  I like Italian too. It sounds beautiful, like music. 
Respondent: Right. 
Interviewer: In the context of music, do you play any musical instruments? 
Respondent: Yes, I play the violin.  
Interviewer: Violin?  
Respondent: Yes. It was my mother’s choice, actually. But I liked it eventually. 
Now my sister and I often take part in our local community concerts. She plays the 
flute and I play the violin.   
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Interviewer: Fantastic!  
Respondent: Yeah. And our parrot likes it when we play at home. He even tries to 
imitate the tunes.  
Interviewer: Your pet? Oh, a parrot is such an amusing pet bird! Is it the only pet 
in your family? 
Respondent: Yes. My sister has always wanted to adopt a guinea pig but she’s 
allergic to them.   

You have 20 seconds to complete the task. (Pause 20 seconds.) 
Now you will hear the text again. (Repeat.) 
This is the end of the task. You now have 20 seconds to check your answers. 
(Pause 20 seconds.) 

This is the end of the Listening Test. 

Время, отведённое на выполнение заданий, истекло. 

 


